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Overview

Causal Relationship Discovery

Hasn’t this been done before?
§ Causality extraction from text has been
previously explored in both unsupervised
and supervised settings but…
§ rarely in the context of a real-world
application
§ We trained a simple model trained on
natural language processing (NLP)
community 2010 shared task [6]
• Achieved a precision of 0.88 and recall of
0.91 on the shared task data
• Precision plummeted to < 0.10, when run
directly on a broad sample of newswire
documents
Approach:
§ A bootstrapping approach to causal pattern
discovery
§ A flexible end-to-end document processing
pipeline that integrates a variety of
customized and off-the-shelf NLP
components

§ Initial seed patterns from simple causal
sentences

Initial seed patterns

• The protests caused violence à X cause Y

§ Apply to corpus for pairs of events

Apply
patterns to
corpus to
get pairs of
events

Add newly
selected
patterns to
set of system
patterns

• (cause=bombing; effect=fatalities)

§ Use ontological types
Score pairs
and create
patterns
between
“good”
pairs

Automatic
ranking of
candidate
patterns

Human feedback

• Ontology developed for DARPA's Causal
Exploration program, which contains ~500
event types
• E.g. (cause=Attack; effect=Death)

§ Score pairs by combination of measures
• Combining a measure of the "causality" of each
individual word
• The word pair together
• Same for their ontological classes

§ Pairs with scores above an experimentallytuned threshold are deemed causally-likely
§ Patterns are ranked by how causally likely the
pairs they extract are
§ Human feedback to filter best patterns

Evaluation
Below is a selection of patterns suggested by our system at an early
iteration, along with examples of causal relationships they extract
Effect

ccomp

mean

nsubj

Examples:
§ The first and second are good, high-precision additions to our
collection
• The first applying to all possible pairs
• The second restricted by ontological classes (Attack/Death)

Cause

§ The third, however, is too general
• It frequently produces false positives where the two events are
merely coincident
• For example: Domestic traffic fell 4.6 percent while international
trade fell 11.2 percent

Safina’s ranking means the Williams sisters will be in the same half of the
draw.

Event: Death
Effect

advcl

Event: Attack
Cause

Two police officers died after a car rigged with explosives was detonated.

Event: Decrease
Cause

advcl

Event: Decrease
Effect

Automakers are expected to reduce vehicle production by 25 percent
from last year, when auto sales fell 18 percent from 2007 levels.

System performance:
§ Evaluated our system on 1,000 newswire documents
§ Baseline of 660 seed patterns developed by pattern-writing
experts over several months
§ Even on top of this strong baseline, our iteratively-discovered
patterns improve recall by 6.6% while maintaining the
precision of the seed patterns ( 70%)

End to End System
NLP pipeline to provide rich structure for applying causal patterns

Sentence
Boundary
Detection
Detector
Morse[5]

Tokenization
POS tagging
Dependency
parse
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Named Entity
Recognition
Conditional
Random Field
trained on ACE
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Entity
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Events
JointIE [8]
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events)

Abstract
meaning
representation
parses
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Causal
Relationship
Discovery

New, flexible Python NLP framework (ISI VistaNLP) to integrate all components
§ Implements named entity extraction, coreference, and causal pattern discovery components; integrates third-party components for additional tasks
§ Enables simultaneous representation of multiple analyses of a document (e.g. events extracted by multiple systems using different ontologies)
§ Allows merging of information extracted by all components to a single representation using a single ontology
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